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This succinct handbook is packed with practical information that will inspire and enable those who

want to grow their own food and venture down the path of food independence. From choosing and

starting seeds to preserving the harvest, cost effective and time-saving projects are set forth in

detail. Instructions for making DIY planters and irrigation systems, designs for upcycling old furniture

into gardening stations, recipes for homemade organic plant sprays, charts listing dollars-and-cents

breakdowns of homegrown versus store-bought produce, and growing guides for fruits or

vegetables are just a few of the projects that will inspire neophyte and experienced gardeners to dig

deep into sustainable living.
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OK, so, I'm sitting here next to my previous go-to gardening books, each of which is roughly the size

of a small pizza box and as heavy as a brick. They belong on one of those library lazy-Susans-- like

those unabridged dictionaries. Remember? It was like, "OK, now go to the dictionary, and Timmy,



you go too to help open it." Which are super if you like to go stand in the same place whenever you

need some info. Somehow, though, Home Sweet Homegrown manages to reduce so much

gardening/cooking/preserving information into an adorably empirical book that I can fit in my purse

and tote around!! Love!! I'm pretty concrete and minimalist, so the curated just-the-facts-ma'am style

are perfect for me. Those zucchini cakes sound awesome, can't wait to make! And I'd like to try a

straw-bale garden! So many ideas!

This book took all the complicated stuff and made it simple ! I have never been able to keep a

garden alive , But I feel very confident that this years garden might just grow ! Seriously though . I

would have had to search through several different books to get all of the information that this book

provides. and then I would have had to do even more research to understand jut what all those

other books where talking about . The author did a fantastic job at taking everything you need to

know and laying it all out , its easy to understand , entertaining to read and has made it so I feel a if I

can garden ! dont second guess , just get it !

i was looking for a book to help me start an herb garden indoors, this book was recommended to me

and although it does not focus on herbs at all I have decided to keep it because I really want to start

an indoor vegetable garden eventually.If you want to learn how to grow vegetables from asparagus,

tomatoes, pumpkins and beets this is the book! There is also a section on how to can, ferment,

freeze and cook the things you will potentially be growing. Great gift or "how-to" book

Seriously love this book! Gives pretty good overview on how to grow/care for tons of different

veggies. It also has recipes and compost how-to's. definitely recommend :-)

what a cute little book full of great knowledge. it is a fun, quick reference, too. i wanted to plant

lettuce and celery together, but a quick check in this book let me know that wasn't a good idea. this

is a wonderful book for first time gardeners and seasoned gardeners, too!

If you were to write out quick notes for the basics of gardening you would have this book. It's

informative and fun, letting you enjoy your experience from planting seeds to cooking with your

bounty!

I've had this for only two days and already have learned several practical, real-world things to do in



my garden and kitchen. The instructions are simple without being simplistic. The range of matters

covered would be impressive even in a book three times as long. In a book like this if you get a few

tips to add to your permanent repertoire you're doing good, and I can see that my wife and I will

easily incorporate a lot more of this book's practical wisdom than just a few matters.Now if you'll

excuse me I need to go make a straw bed garden and get some kim chi fermenting.

I wasn't sure what I'd be getting and this little book was a wonderful help with our garden this year.

Great fun and easy to understand ... even if you have a black thumb.
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